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SUMMARY MEDITATION 
(Blank in tape). Okay it is coming up. What is happening is, whenever the energy will bring the balance in tattva and shall pass 
through ida and pingala into the shushmana and balance the chakras person shall be absolutely alert to infinity. That is what you call is 
spirituality, that is what you call God experience, God head. Call it anything, it doesn't matter much. You understand what I am 
saying. When the road is clear,  everything is systematic, you are in control, you are awake and alert, you know what is going on. Map 
is well mapped out, destination is reached.  
23.36 (18 minutes) Right hand gyan mudra, little forward. Left hand try mudra, simple. I am just trying to tell you. In spite of your 

absolutely non-will, how you will experience. How you will 
experience. Anse. Anse. They call generation. Experience. Right 
you got that. Have it. Now close your eyes. Breathe in and 
breathe out. And with one sound, very simple, very humble, very 
polite. We the Gods have self cleansing. Just balance the 
energy. Okay keep the posture, open your eyes, you have a little 
experience right. You did it for a minute and a half. Not big deal. 
I do not want to give you big test, because if you cross this three 
minutes, you will be totally resumed and consumed with your 
own balance of energy, you won't want to do anything else but I 
have to give you alternate experience. You understand what I 
mean? That is why I am stopping you. It is my selfish thing. 
Because I don't want to be paid until I deliver the stuff. You 
always want to get more for nothing. I know. I know the game. 
"Humee hum tumee tum." Put that. Now we are going to put 
exactly a sound current in this posture and we want you to close 
eyes and take the help of the music and take the help of rhythm 
and we want you to go on with it exactly by that watch seven 

minutes and I will let you know what you can do to yourself. Today is your birthday isn't it? He is one day old, he can't find the tapes. 
Come on quick. Posture perfect please. Perfect. Balance perfect and this perfect, eyes closed now. Clear your forehead form inside 
with closed eyes look at the tip of the nose and follow the words exactly. Everybody. Correct. Now get to that affirmation where you 
started. We the God have self cleansing. (Class continues to chant) 
Stop. Start. Hummee hum toomee too is played. Inhale, turn to affirmation. We the Gods have self cleansing. Inhale and relax. Now 
tell me how you feel.  
Hey get down, relax. You know the problem is if we achieve something we get afraid. Relax. It is okay. We do it everyday and do it 
again. Right. There should be no fear of loss. Every loss has an equal gain. My loss is an equal gain. Feel good. Now lets feel bad. 
Now you don't want to feel bad. Don't let anybody feel bad, that is the good. You feel good. It is useless., One who lives for himself 
lives for nothing. One who lives for others starts living. When others smile because of you the life has started to live. What moves the 
lives. What moves the life smiles, what stops the life frown. Smile, the life will be yours. Frown it is gone. Do you understand. There 
is no big secret about things. They are simple. They are ours. We live them. We deny them. We accept them. We reject them, we love 
them, we hate them. It is the same thing. It is called life. somebody is successful. Somebody is a failure. Somebody is good, somebody 
is bad, somebody is up, somebody is down. It is all about life. Nobody even talks about you. You talk about yourself. the whole 
essence of god is in living life innocently, flexibly, kindly, compassionately, sweetly and with smiles and that is how we want to 
process ourself. That is how we want to present ourself. That is actually how we are. But you are always afraid. Have you seen 
anybody taking a bag of gold and going to heavens. Can you take it? It is all here my friend, it is all now. There will be no tomorrow. 
All you are building up for tomorrow is already today. Without foundations there is no tall building which can stand. Do you 

understand that? Without character there is no happiness which can stand. 
Without commitment there is no character, without character there is no 
happiness. Sorry. You want no commitment, you call it freedom. You want 
no character and you want happiness. Now where I should get it, tell me, it 
doesn't exist. Knowing the truth is no good, living the truth is nice. If you 
put alot of bibles on the donkey, it is not going to become priest. Some 
people talk, talk, talk, they  collect, collect, collect, they become rich, rich, 
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rich. They become powerful, powerful, powerful and then they die because they slipped over a banana peel or mosquito bit them. 
Something like that. There is no answer to it. We have one thing more to do. Now we have relaxed little bit but not all relaxed. We 
are little happy but not totally happy. You know what I mean. Therefore we will do this lotus kriya like this. Just like that. Put it this 
way. Majestic. You know. Put your hands like this. Put it. We want to neutralize. You understand everything is number except zero. 
And that is God Zero never dies, it never lives. It multiplies with zero, you will become zero. 46.22 3 minutes Okay get into that 
posture. And close your eyes and feel you are being lifted like a helicopter going up and up. Just create that false feeling. See how real 
it will become. Just keep going up. Just a few minutes. Uplift your being mentally. Physically be stable. Posture very stable and try to 
uplift yourself mentally and create the spirit. That is what every spiritual person has to do. Physically stable, mentally uplifting and 
spiritually very, very courageous. And keep growing, keep going up. Just experience it. Then you don't have to do it physically. Then 
anytime mentally you will feel it. That is how we can live an elevated life. And do this prayer. You know it or not doesn't matter. 
These are not my words, these are not your words, these are not our words. These are the words of those who became one with God 
and God became one with them. It is their prayer, not ours. We are simply repeating it and if somebody is very fast and good, if you 
copy him you become fast and good. That is one way to progress. (Rakhe rakhan har is played) Inhale deep. Deep. Hold the breath 
please. And pray and become the grantor of that prayer. Pray and become prayer and grant the prayer. Become complete. Ask for 
blessing and bless yourself. Who are you because you are you. Exhale. Inhale again. Good boys and girls. Hold. Hold it tight and pray. 
And bless that prayer. Sanction it. Ask God and grant it as God. God and me, me and God are one. Now do a practical way of it. Let 
it go. Inhale again. Again deep. Wow, hold it. Prayer, prayer, prayer, blessings, blessings, blessings. I and you become thou. Water and 
bubbles and bubbles and water. Merge. Relax. 
 
Lecture 
   Can you believe this announcement? In honor of birthday of Siri Ved Singh tapes will be served after class. And the tape is, One 
Man. Wow. It requires quite a few guts to do that. Huh? 
How many of you have heard the word God? Raise your hands, good. This is democracy. It goes by votes and how many of you have 
seen God? You are raising your hand or you. Please raise your hands. And how many of you have seen God. Well, it is not me seeing 
it. I have heard you are seeing it. I am asking a simple honest question. Do you understand English? How many of you have seen 
God. Raise your hands. How many of you accept God. Lot more and how many of you deny God? Yes, well every variety of people. 
And how many of you can define God? All right, define it then, you are the only one who raised the hand. (Generating, organizing 
and destroying.) Well that is how God is spelled, G-O-D, Brahma, Vishnu, Mehesh. That means one who generates total self of the 
self, which organizes and which destroys. I do not know you have the right answer or not but I don't have much time to waste with 
you. But I want to know those who have seen God. Can they raise their hands please? All right. Siri Brosa, stand up and tell me what 
you saw about God. (Everything is God.) Then why you got upset. Is that a God too? Do you remember it? Do you remember it that 
it is God being upset not you. God has one useful purpose and everything is bogus about it. And that is when you get upset and you 
get happy and you get rich and you get poor and you get tortured and you get pleasuresome and all that, just remember it is God and 
not you. And that is the very practical way to be rich, to be happy, to be graceful, whatever you want to do. Ä Because within you you 
are made of thirty trillion part cells, ten trillion cells makes you. What keeps those one cell alive is God, creative force. And that is in 
you. It cannot be anywhere else. And everything which happens creation to creation and destruction to destruction is all God and I 
tell you something, God has also to cleanse himself of himself which nobody teaches. Every religion is silent about it and that is the 
biggest hypocrisy of religion. No religion is complete. I have studied all. When I was listening to this tape this morning, "Narayan, 
Dadh badhe dyan." "Dyan" means the evil spirit, the Narayan, the God, breaks the very teeth, it means defeat the evil spirit. That is 
what it meant. Now evil spirit is God and God is God. And if God breaks or pulls the teeth of the evil spirit then who is cleansing 
who? All negative forces are destroyed by the positive forces to bring neutral forces, neutral forces. What is a neutral force please? 
Neutral force is spring and fall. Positive is summer, negative is winter. Everything which grows and everything which dies or is gone 
away is the part of that cycle. That is the creativity of God. So is your day, so is your breath of life, so is your thought, so is your 
wealth, so is your relationship. Everything which you are going to create you are going to destroy. I know you don't accept it and I am 
not going to waste my time to convince you. You are the one who creates the youth, you are the one who becomes old, I don't. Look 
at me. That is the science of the yoga which I am talking to you. I was born as a child, I never knew how to cry. I crawled, I never 
knew how to walk. I became a human being as a man, got married, had children, did the whole thing, understand. But this morning 
when I took that book Furman Khalsa in my hand, it is called my poetry right. Is there any two opinions about it. And I read it. After 
reading it I said, "My God. I am going to die but I am never going to die. " And then I said, "Tonight is the class I will tell everybody 
that you can totally die and not die." Because you are born before you shall die. Because you shall die therefore you can never die. Let 
me give you one example. Washington, George Washington died. Right. He had wooden teeth right. Whatever you call. He was a 
general. He was the first President right? Is he dead? You talk his name in stories like everywhere as he is just here. All right forget 
about that. He was George Washington right? Dr. Martin Luther King a black guy who nobody wanted, they shot him. Correct. Is he 
dead? He is so powerful he got a leave on his credit. What I am explaining to you. Your life doesn't mean anything except death and 



your death doesn't mean anything but ever living. If you do not process this process your visit to planet is waste. Die you all my 
friend. GM #110 
 
Whosoever has born has to die. But whosoever can die can live forever. Every. The immortal became mortal because of you. 
Therefore mortal has to become immortal within the immortal time and that is the time and space. Whosoever will solve this riddle 
will find the reality of life in practical way. Therefore in your life do something which lives beyond you. You are all willing to work 
only for yourself. You only see your relationship. You only see your advantage, you see your comfort. You see. All is I, I, I, I. It is the 
biggest sin even to say I am a saint. Or it is also the biggest sin to say I am a sinner. Sin is not being a saint or a sinner. Sin is saying 
that I. Because I doesn't exist. It is a lie. How can part claim to be whole. Simple law of science. But our sensitivity in a magnitude is 
so limited that we defy our totality and thus our reality. That is why in our life there is nothing but pain, disappointment, 
misunderstanding, shortcoming, separations. All what we are creating in our life is our creativity which has defied the law of total 
existence. Do you understand what I am saying or it is going over your head like clouds. None of you were born. Is there anybody 
who was born with the underwear on? Hey you guys, is there anybody? No you wear pants and now you decide who will wear the 
pants in the family. ¡ naked human being who was totally sheltered by his own innocence. Who was lovely and source of joy because 
of his innocence and because of his grace. Every child has a grace. As we grow up we lose it. Every child has a flexibility. As we grow 
up we become rigid. Every child has an innocence. When we grow up we become crooked. We play games. When we were children, 
we were given everything. When we grow up, we work for everything. Don't you understand how ashamed is our growth. Hey, I am 
talking to you the big Americans. Don't you understand. You do not have to go to school. You don't have to go to East Japan to 
India to learn all this stuff. You want happiness. I want happiness. I am telling you the source of happiness. Happiness is in your 
innocence. Happiness is not in your crooked virtues. First word Guru Nanak spoke. "Sochai soch na hovai, jai sochai lakh vaar." 
Your covert thinking will not bring you any success though you may try a million hundred thousand times. Strength of a person is in 
his innocence. Beauty of a person is in his innocence. Reality of a person is in his innocence. This cleverness is the games, the 
commotions, the emotions, the feeling, the structural plays, all what you play, means nothing. When you lose your innocence then 
what you show, you show your richness. Who the hell cares how rich you are. What that will give you and what it matters if you are 
poor. And what it matters if you are sick and what it matters if you are healthy. If you are very sick, very sick and you can smile, you 
are better than the healthy man who cannot. If you are very lonely and you can love you are much better than them who has the 
company. Question is not who you are, question is not what you can be. Question is also not what you are going to be, question is, 
who controls the mind and whose mind controls who.  
Life, my friends is based on one thing, whether you command your mind or your mind commands you. That is the name of the game. 
If a king sits on the throne and sleeps and becomes a beggar and gets all the torture as a beggar and when wakes up and sees he is a 
king what use that kingdom is. If a person driving a Rolls Royce sleeps on the steering and causes an accident what poor Rolls Royce 
can do? It is a good solid car, costly one. If you do not drive your life under the composite law to reach the destination, how can you 
enjoy the destiny? That is why tonight I just want to explain to you which is a new subject which you don't want to look at, that we, 
we the gods, we, first you don't have the guts to even say it because you have been trained, God is up, we are down. No. Word God 
bites you. No, let's do the right way. No, we the Gods have a self cleansing process. Could you repeat it. Now there is the yoga kriya 
with it and this is affirmation and I put it on the Naad. You know I didn't do my PhD in communication because I wanted a degree, 
actually I wanted to see the communication and psychology put together and I must understand the bare intelligence out of it, I 
worked really hard for that. They gave me university degree because they were scared, they did not know what I am saying. You 
know. That was a fun. But utter the word, We. Don't use We, we say We. We. It matters is the meridian point, it doesn't matter what 
you are saying. The word is used to rub and snub the meridian points it is just typewriting. It is the button system. It is just a 
computer. What is a Gurbani, it is a computer, certain words are spoken. Language touches the upper palate and the meridian points 
are touched. Hypothalamus is activated. Medulla starts giving action section and neurons starts reacting, colors start changing. Colors 
start changing, things starts happening, person starts experiencing and vastness and vastness becomes limited and limited. You go 
through the entire microscopically, cosmos the whole thing and you see God like a ping pong ball. Otherwise God is there and here. 
No big deal, it is a simple science. We. It is the same, Wahe he Guru. It is the same word. We. Whenever there will be a plus you will 
find that power, Wah. What is a Wah Guru. You don't understand. I don't understand. Why we say it? Because it puts the entire 
chakra together? Why we say Sat Nam because it puts the entire tattvas together. The game is between chakras and tattvas. If car has 
everything, it doesn't have a gas, how it is going to run? Because one section is empty, right. Game in a human success and happiness 
is based on chakras and tattvas. So go ahead. We. Next, We. We the gods. have Wahe Guru. have self cleansing. I am teaching you 
today Wahe Guru in English. I have worked on it. Don't misunderstand. I have worked it all well. We, the Gods, Guru is simply 
plural of God. Guru and God. Just see how the meridian works. You only listen to that little sound. We, the Gods have self cleansing, 
Ad Sach, jugaad sach, haibhee sach, nanak hosee bhee sach. Guru Nanak is not going to come and tell you in English so 
unfortunately the job fell on me, so as his humble servant I am just trying to tell you that the meridians, it is the meridians and they 
never change. Simple thing. We the Gods have the self cleansing, we the Gods have the self cleansing. We the Gods have the self 



cleansing. Now you understand what is happening to you. Now you try to be very tense, okay. We are going to do this affirmation 
and we will see. don't yawn, don't sleep, don't relax and see what it does to you.  
(Blank in tape). Okay it is coming up. What is happening is, whenever the energy will bring the balance in tattva and shall pass 
through ida and pingala into the shushmana and balance the chakras person shall be absolutely alert to infinity. That is what you call is 
spirituality, that is what you call God experience, God head. Call it anything, it doesn't matter much. You understand what I am 
saying. When the road is clear,  everything is systematic, you are in control, you are awake and alert, you know what is going on. Map 
is well mapped out, destination is reached.  
 
23.36 (18 minutes) Right hand gyan mudra, little forward. Left hand try mudra, simple. I am just trying to tell you. In spite of your 

absolutely non-will, how you will experience. How you will 
experience. Anse. Anse. They call generation. Experience. Right 
you got that. Have it. Now close your eyes. Breathe in and 
breathe out. And with one sound, very simple, very humble, very 
polite. We the Gods have self cleansing. Just balance the 
energy. Okay keep the posture, open your eyes, you have a little 
experience right. You did it for a minute and a half. Not big deal. 
I do not want to give you big test, because if you cross this three 
minutes, you will be totally resumed and consumed with your 
own balance of energy, you won't want to do anything else but I 
have to give you alternate experience. You understand what I 
mean? That is why I am stopping you. It is my selfish thing. 
Because I don't want to be paid until I deliver the stuff. You 
always want to get more for nothing. I know. I know the game. 
"Humee hum tumee tum." Put that. Now we are going to put 
exactly a sound current in this posture and we want you to close 
eyes and take the help of the music and take the help of rhythm 
and we want you to go on with it exactly by that watch seven 

minutes and I will let you know what you can do to yourself. Today is your birthday isn't it? He is one day old, he can't find the tapes. 
Come on quick. Posture perfect please. Perfect. Balance perfect and this perfect, eyes closed now. Clear your forehead form inside 
with closed eyes look at the tip of the nose and follow the words exactly. Everybody. Correct. Now get to that affirmation where you 
started. We the God have self cleansing. (Class continues to chant) 
Stop. Start. Hummee hum toomee too is played. Inhale, turn to affirmation. We the Gods have self cleansing. Inhale and relax. Now 
tell me how you feel.  
Hey get down, relax. You know the problem is if we achieve something we get afraid. Relax. It is okay. We do it everyday and do it 
again. Right. There should be no fear of loss. Every loss has an equal gain. My loss is an equal gain. Feel good. Now lets feel bad. 
Now you don't want to feel bad. Don't let anybody feel bad, that is the good. You feel good. It is useless., One who lives for himself 
lives for nothing. One who lives for others starts living. When others smile because of you the life has started to live. What moves the 
lives. What moves the life smiles, what stops the life frown. Smile, the life will be yours. Frown it is gone. Do you understand. There 
is no big secret about things. They are simple. They are ours. We live them. We deny them. We accept them. We reject them, we love 
them, we hate them. It is the same thing. It is called life. somebody is successful. Somebody is a failure. Somebody is good, somebody 
is bad, somebody is up, somebody is down. It is all about life. Nobody even talks about you. You talk about yourself. the whole 
essence of god is in living life innocently, flexibly, kindly, compassionately, sweetly and with smiles and that is how we want to 
process ourself. That is how we want to present ourself. That is actually how we are. But you are always afraid. Have you seen 
anybody taking a bag of gold and going to heavens. Can you take it? It is all here my friend, it is all now. There will be no tomorrow. 
All you are building up for tomorrow is already today. Without foundations there is no tall building which can stand. Do you 
understand that? Without character there is no happiness which can stand. Without commitment there is no character, without 
character there is no happiness. Sorry. You want no commitment, you call it freedom. You want no character and you want 

happiness. Now where I should get it, tell me, it doesn't exist. Knowing the 
truth is no good, living the truth is nice. If you put alot of bibles on the 
donkey, it is not going to become priest. Some people talk, talk, talk, they  
collect, collect, collect, they become rich, rich, rich. They become powerful, 
powerful, powerful and then they die because they slipped over a banana 
peel or mosquito bit them. Something like that. There is no answer to it. We 
have one thing more to do. Now we have relaxed little bit but not all 

 

 



relaxed. We are little happy but not totally happy. You know what I mean. Therefore we will do this lotus kriya like this. Just like that. 
Put it this way. Majestic. You know. Put your hands like this. Put it. We want to neutralize. You understand everything is number 
except zero. And that is God Zero never dies, it never lives. It multiplies with zero, you will become zero. 46.22 3 minutes Okay get 
into that posture. And close your eyes and feel you are being lifted like a helicopter going up and up. Just create that false feeling. See 
how real it will become. Just keep going up. Just a few minutes. Uplift your being mentally. Physically be stable. Posture very stable 
and try to uplift yourself mentally and create the spirit. That is what every spiritual person has to do. Physically stable, mentally 
uplifting and spiritually very, very courageous. And keep growing, keep going up. Just experience it. Then you don't have to do it 
physically. Then anytime mentally you will feel it. That is how we can live an elevated life. And do this prayer. You know it or not 
doesn't matter. These are not my words, these are not your words, these are not our words. These are the words of those who 
became one with God and God became one with them. It is their prayer, not ours. We are simply repeating it and if somebody is very 
fast and good, if you copy him you become fast and good. That is one way to progress. (Rakhe rakhan har is played) Inhale deep. 
Deep. Hold the breath please. And pray and become the grantor of that prayer. Pray and become prayer and grant the prayer. 
Become complete. Ask for blessing and bless yourself. Who are you because you are you. Exhale. Inhale again. Good boys and girls. 
Hold. Hold it tight and pray. And bless that prayer. Sanction it. Ask God and grant it as God. God and me, me and God are one. 
Now do a practical way of it. Let it go. Inhale again. Again deep. Wow, hold it. Prayer, prayer, prayer, blessings, blessings, blessings. I 
and you become thou. Water and bubbles and bubbles and water. Merge. Relax. It is a very good birthday of somebody and she is a 
good singer and she is going to sing. Hey Hari Simran isn't it your birthday today. Whose birthday is tomorrow. Oh the Friday 
coming. Sing today. The entire Chicago heard you, we can't? Opera singer turned to be accountant. What it takes, some joking. What 
do you think you will get away with it. Everybody wants to get away but nobody knows where. Nobody knows what to sing. Put your 
bow and go straight. Sing quick. We want that opera. That is what we want. Not yelling and screaming. We are removed. Come on. 
Why you can't do that? Come on. Only one line. Real, real. Now you sing that line in that note. Guru Nanak took Mardonna and just 
sang. Now stand up, up. Start now. You never try. You are not an immature little schoolgirl. You have done professionally something. 
And you are going to lose it. It äwill take twenty years to reach your voice in your profession. Why you want to let it go. May the long 
time sun.......May the grace of the God in consciousness and the soul, in mind and the being, and the self into the selflessness bring 
peace and tranquility and may service be for those which are suffering. May we share with those who are unfortunate. May our smiles 
heal those who need them. May we all grow in divine light. May we become the lighthouse that ships of the enemy may not rock at 
our shores. May we uplift and serve those who have bestowed us the injuries. May we heal those who need it not. The life. That the 
caravan of life walk into the destiny in peace, tranquility and love of God. Sat Nam. We had a guest among us. Sadar Avtar Singh and 
the very special situation is his location. There are our children in Mussoorie on a mountain, in a school and he is fourteen miles and 
he is twenty two miles down it is called Dehradun the Valley, but his love, his being is there to send his vibration goes himself and 
serves them. I understand out of the blue that he is leaving today so I would like you to introduce yourself and I would like to present 
to you the friend in the time when we have very few friends. And you may not remember him the children do. What he has said in a 
simple English they are better than you. Aren't you proud parents. And I have to be with you tomorrow because we have to continue 
this self cleansing process of divinity in self settled being in which. You record subconsciously alot of negativity. Today I am kind of 
compassionate. I said, "Let me set the grounds and the rules. So I am not going to go beyond time except another minute. But 
tomorrow be here and we will go through the self revolvement of self cleansing. I wanted to let you know that what Guru Nanak said 
is true.  
Mut palatee kapar hoee de ....... 
 
If your hands and feet and body get dirty and dusty you can wash it. If the clothes get dirty you can take the soap and wash it. If the 
body becomes with the negative karma and misfortune and all that, with the God's name that can be cleansed and I am not going to 
tell you if you keep on chanting twenty four years after that a zucchini will drop from the heavens and if you eat that then things will 
change. I am going to do it tomorrow here in this yoga class. I don't believe I will give you ten dollars tomorrow if I show up. That is 
not my way. So tomorrow we will be here God willing six thirty and we will do it all. Okay. And thank. He has to give you these tapes 
because he is born today and thank you very much.   
 


